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Abstract. In open-source software (OSS) development, activity is one of
important factors which affect quality of software products. Various
development tools’ logs have been used to analyze certain OSS projects
because of the lack of development documents in OSS projects. However, it is
difficult to analyze OSS projects in common since tools used in software
development vary from project to project. In this paper, we focus on mailing
lists (MLs) that are used in most OSS projects, and propose a method for
activity prediction based on in co-occurrence of developers in MLs. From the
result of our experiment, we confirmed that the co-occurrence of developers
affected the activity in OSS projects.
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1. Introduction
As a form of software development, open source software (OSS) development has
much attracted researchers’ and practitioners’ interests recently. OSS development is
mainly performed via some networks such as WWW. Mailing list (ML) is widely
used as a communication tool among developers or users in OSS projects. Unlike
corporate software projects, OSS projects do not necessarily need to record operation
logs or documentations and to keep source codes confidential. Furthermore, OSS
developers are voluntary to participate in/drop out of a project. Therefore, the burden
of responsibilities imposed on OSS developers is less than that of corporate
developers.
While OSS projects allow developers to take less responsibility, however, they
often face the following problems. (1) It is apt to lack information which is necessary
for a postmortem or for understanding the progress of a project, and (2) it is hard to
analyze OSS projects due to standardized data to be analyzed. Activities in OSS
projects are an important factor which has an effect on the quality of OSS products.
So it is desirable for project managers or organizations which use OSS products to
precisely know the activities, but we can grasp the activities only in a limited way
from the above reasons.
In this paper, we focus on ML that is used in most OSS projects, in order to grasp
activities in OSS projects and then we propose a method for analyzing activities in
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OSS project based only on ML archives. We define activity as the degree of
vitalization of a software project. “High activity” means that the project is in good
progress. By contrast, “Low activity” means that the project is stagnant. We framed a
hypothesis based on the activity as follows.
Hypothesis: Higher activity in developers’ ML means lower co-occurrence of
the developers
We think that discussions would fail to reach agreement, if long threads posted by
many developers are large in number as a consequence of the sluggish discussions,
thus we consider that the development is stalled. In this paper, we test the hypothesis
based on calculating the co-occurrence of the developers by cluster analysis. Section
2 shows related work, and we describe a proposal analysis method in section 3. In
section 4, we test the hypothesis by an experiment. Finally, conclusion and future
work is in section 5.

2. Related Work
Recently, many researchers have been focusing on exploiting the repositories used
in OSS development (e.g., version management system and bug tracking system), in
order to complement the lack of information mentioned Section 1 and then to better
understand the software development in OSS projects [1] [2] [3]. Then, recent
studies on OSS projects have suggested that OSS projects needed further developers
and participants’ active contributions to the OSS development. For instance, Mockus
et al. [4] reported only 4% of developers in the Apache project created 88% of new
code and fixed 66% of defects. From a total of 196 developers in the Ximian project,
5 developers account for 47% of the modification requests (MRs), while 20 account
for 81% of the MRs, and 55 have done 95% of them [5]. Beenen [6] reported that
projects with a large proportion of non-contributors have difficulty providing needed
services such as bug fixes and software enhancements to all the members. Hanakawa
et al. [7] also proposed a tool for supporting project management based on bug report
data. Although these studies have partially revealed the activities in OSS projects by
analyzing the data from the repositories described above, it is so difficult to apply the
analysis method or tools to other OSS projects since each project often uses different
repositories, that is, there is no standardized data to be analyzed. In this paper, we
propose an analysis method using the archive data of ML which is widely used in
most of OSS projects. We believe that our method would be applicable to analyze
activities in OSS projects.
There also exist studies targeting on the ML data to analyze OSS projects. For
instance, Yamauchi et al. [8] described how geographically distributed developers
coordinated their activities and how electronic media was used in the coordination,
by analyzing mailing-lists of FreeBSD Newconfig and GNU GCC project. Bird et al.
[9] examined the centralities of Apache developers from the developer mailing-lists,
based on social network analysis (SNA) Rigby et al. [10] reported the linguistic
characteristics of excellent developers and the changes of words and actions of
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developers before/after a major version of software released. Though using the ML
archive data to analyze activities in OSS projects is similar to our approach, the
analysis methods used in the studies above requires analysts to have specialized
knowledge or to analyze the ML data by a particular format (e.g. a body of a
message must be written in formal English, and so on.). The proposed method in this
paper is applicable to OSS projects which use ML to communicate among
participants and analysts do not need to have a special kind of knowledge for
analysis.

3. Method
This section describes our analysis method for measuring the co-occurrence of
OSS developers from ML archives. Our method consists of the following 4 steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Extraction of unique users: Unique users are extracted from the ML archives.
Extraction of email threads: Email threads are reconstructed from the emails’
header.
Thread encoding: The threads are vectorized based on frequencies of messages
posted by each user.
Clustering: Vectors converted by the encoding are classified into clusters using
the hierarchical clustering algorithm.

We describe detailed procedures in the following.

3.1. Extraction of Unique users
First, unique users participated in the ML are extracted. The users are identified by
a line started with “From:” in the email header. We preprocessed the ML archives
to identify unique users as follows.
3.1.1 Dividing a From-line into Name and Address

A from-line consists of a name part and an address part surrounded by quotes. The
following is an example of the division.
From: Kimiharu Ohkura <kimiharu@is.naist.jp>
 Name Part
: Kimiharu Ohkura
 Address Part : <kimiharu@is.naist.jp>
If the same address is used by users with different name parts, we consider they
are the same person.
3.1.2 Removal of White-spaces/Symbol Characters

We also attempted to remove symbol characters and white-spaces from name and
address part. White-spaces include space, tab and linefeed. This is because
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unnecessary added quote or white-spaces are existed in a name and address part.
For example, following two names are recognized as different users without
symbol removal.
Name1:
Name2:

Ohkura
"Ohkura"

3.2. Extraction of Email threads
In order to extract email threads, all messages are reconstructed as tree structure on
memory referring to an "In-Reply-To:" and a "Message-Id:" header. Although
"Reference:" headers are normally used to extract the threads, it was no need to
regard in current case because there were very few emails contained the reference
headers, and the email tree could be constructed using only the reply headers.
The preprocessing mentioned above was processed email archives in MBOX
format by Perl script we made for this study. There are some corrupted data such as
messages with duplicated message id, or body text included line head starts with
"From". They were processed manually.

3.3. Thread Encoding
Next, we encode the threads based on a list of unique users and participants in
each thread. This encoding is executed through vectorization by recording post
frequencies of each user (See Fig. 1). After all threads were vectorized, distances
among the threads are calculated based on the Vector Space Model [11].
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Fig.1 An example of vectorization by frequencies of
messages posted by each user
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Cosine similarity that is a measure of distance using intervector angle was used in
this research. Other measure that commonly used is a Euclidean distance. However,
the measure is unreasonable in this study because it has possibility that regards no
co-occurrence vectors (same as two vectors that product set is empty) as similar.
Cosine similarity is based on inner product, and distances of no co-occurrence
vectors are calculated to be 0. It means that similarities among no co-occurrence
vectors cannot be calculated as high degree (i.e. small distance), and sound results
are obtained.
In this study, we assume that similar threads are contained similar participants
because of using the post frequencies as feature.

3.4. Clustering
Finally, we classify the threads based on clustering algorithm. The group average
method, one of the hierarchical algorithms, is used in this study. In this method, a
distance between clusters are defined as an average of distances among each
clusters’ elements. Then, it merges clusters in order of increasing the distance.
Generally, the Ward method is widely used as a high accuracy algorithm. However,
the method cannot be used because the Ward method is premised on Euclidean
distance but we use the cosine similarity as a distance measure. Therefore, the group
average method, considered that high accuracies are obtained is used by our
clustering in this study.

4. Experiment
We conducted an experiment for validation the hypothesis mentioned in section 1.

4.1. Dataset
The target of our experiment is the data from Kaffe [12] which is a development
project of OSS Java VM started in 1995. CVS repositories and ML archives in the
project has been open to public since 1996. We applied our analysis method to the
ML archives, and confirmed validity by investigation of correlations between the
project activity and co-occurrence of the developers.

4.2. Methodology
We applied our analysis method to the ML archives of the target project month by
month. Then some statistical values about the result of clustering ware compared to
CVS commit graphs that represented the project activity in each month. This
experiment was conducted on the project data from January 2004 to December 2005.
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Fig.2 An example of a dendrogram based on the hierarchical
clustering algorithms
In order to obtain valuable results by the hierarchical clustering method, it needs a
proper threshold as a dividing point because the method finally merges all the child
nodes into one cluster (i.e. a root of tree structure) without a particular threshold.
Fig. 2 shows an example of the result of the clustering represented as a dendrogram.
Although the number in Fig. 2 approaches 1.0 toward the upper hierarchy due to
convenience of our program drawing dendrogram, the cosine similarity is normally
defined that approaches 1.0 toward the lower hierarchy. In other words, a high
similarity indicates a short distance. By the same token, we refer to “high similarity”
as “short distance among/between the vectors” in this paper.
We derived the threshold contained the sufficient co-occurrence is 0.5 based on
our preliminary experiments.

4.3. Result and Discussions
We compared commit graph with some statistics about the clusters including
average, variance, maximum value, and the number of cluster measured by the
method mentioned in section 3 month by month.
First, we discuss the statistics about the clusters’ elements in the result. Fig.3, 4
and 5 show commit graphs, compared to the statistics (average, variance, and
maximum value). The bar chart indicates the number of commits. On the other hand,
the line chart indicates each statistic.
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Fig.3 The transition of the average and the number of the commits
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Fig.4 The transition of the variance and the number of the commits
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Fig.5 The transition of the maximum value and the number of the commits
The average (Fig. 3) and the maximum value (Fig. 5) have a tendency to fluctuate
widely in 2004 and the fluctuation gradually weaken toward the latter part of 2005.
However, the variance (Fig. 4) does not have a significant tendency.
The average indicates mean topic scale of each month. Larger mean topic scale
represents that many participants join many topics, which has high co-occurrence.
Therefore, higher average of the clusters’ elements indicates sluggish development if
our hypothesis is true. The figure reflects the fact that high degrees of the commits
were recorded during the end of 2004 to June 2005, a period of low average. It is
seemingly consistent with the hypothesis. However, the clusters’ elements are
strongly affected by the number of emails sent to the ML during the month because
the elements are email threads.
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Fig.6 The transition of the number of the unique users and the email sendings
Then, we inspected a transition of the number of emails sent during the period in
this experiment. The result is shown in a part of the Fig. 6. The figure indicates that
email sendings considerably declines from March 2004 to August 2004. Because the
average of the clusters’ elements indicates a similar tendency from August 2004, we
cannot say the average value correlates directly with the project activity.
The maximum value of the clusters’ elements indicates a scale of the largest topic
of each month. A higher degree of the value is obtained when larger scale topics
such as a questionnaire for all developers or discussion about some policies after a
major release. By contrast, a lower degree is recorded when only small topics
occurred during the month. However, in the result of this experiment, the maximum
value is not much different of the average. Therefore, it is difficult to analyze the
project activity from this result.
As mentioned above, we can conclude that the statistics of the clusters’ elements
cannot be used to measure the project activity because they are affected by the
number of emails/email threads.
In the later part of this section, we discuss not the number of the clusters’ elements
but the number of the clusters by comparison with commit graph of each month. A
cluster is represented as a group containing some topics in which similar participants
tend to join. In this way, a cluster that has only one element is counted, thus fewer
clusters indicate that the project has a lot of co-occurrences during the month. The
transition of the number of the cluster is shown in Fig. 7. According to our
hypothesis, if there are many clusters, the co-occurrence is low. That means the
project has higher activity during the month.
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Fig.7 The transition of the number of the clusters and the commits
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Fig.8 The transition of the cluster rate and the number of the commits
We focused on the sudden increase of the commits from November to December
2004 and the sudden decrease of the commits from May to June 2005．We think the
increase indicates that the development is taking off because of the high activities as
shown by the co-occurrence. Likewise, we attribute the increase of commits next
month or later to increase the activities. However, a short time later, the graph shows
a downward tendency toward February 2005. Although it increases again at April
2005, we think this phenomenon does not have correlation with the activities due to
long gaps between the phenomenon (April 2005) and June 2005, the period of the
sudden increase.
In response to the result, we focused on the number of unique users (unique
senders) in the MLs of each month. The dimension number of the vector is increased
by the number of unique users, thus the clusters tend to be subdivided into smaller
topics. The transition of the number of unique users in the target project from 2004
to 2005 is shown in a part of Fig.6 as a line chart. The number of unique users at
April 2005 is large. We think the phenomenon is caused by the fluctuation at April
2005 in Fig. 7. In order to curb the influence of differences in the number of unique
users, we normalized the number of the clusters, dividing by the total number of the
threads. We call cluster rate this value. The result after the normalization is shown in
Fig. 8.
Compared to the chart before the normalization (Fig. 7), the influence of the
number of the unique users is suppressed, and it properly indicates the co-occurrence
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of developers. The figure shows two characteristic phenomena at December 2004
and June 2005. Looking on the phenomena, the both cluster rates suddenly increase.
Especially, the transition from April to June 2005 is very characteristic. By our
investigation of the project, we found out a phenomenon that many developers left in
the project from June 2005.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed an analysis method for measuring the activity of OSS project based
on clustering of developers’ co-occurrence feature. Then we measured the project
activity affected by the co-occurrence of the developers through the experiment. The
results of the experiment are concluded below.
 The statistical values of the cluster’s elements cannot use as a measure of the
project activity because it is affected by the number of emails.
 The number of the clusters cannot use as a measure of the project activity
because it is affected by the number of unique users in the measuring period.
 The cluster rate suddenly increases at a point of the project change caused by
any reasons.
In this result, we confirmed that the co-occurrence of developers measured by the
cluster rate affects the project activity. However, we have not analyzed the whole
period in the target project, and we have only analyzed one project. Our research
needs to analyze more targets, and also needs to validate our method by statistical
tests.
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